
OUTLINE OF KEY 
MARKETING PRINCIPLES



III. Strategic Marketing
 
 1. Fundamentals: don’t spend any money on marketing consultants, websites, or advertising until 
 you understand the fundamentals, which are highlighted below. 

 Marketing is about e�ective communication with your ideal prospects, so that they quickly and 
 easily understand how you can help them with their specific legal problem.

  Advertising is not marketing. It’s simply a form of getting attention. If you’re using it to get 
  attention indiscriminately (i.e. with everyone under the sun) it will be expensive. 

  Advertising has a huge hidden cost when it’s used indiscriminately.

  The world’s best known advertising & marketing genius is David Ogilvy, and he said the 
  following about advertising: “Ninety-nine percent of advertising doesn’t sell much of anything.”
 
  Before you spend a dime on advertising you need to understand proper marketing.

  Besides the communication element, e�ective marketing is also about making people eager 
  to hire you. How does this happen?

  By clearly conveying that you’re a trustworthy expert who cares deeply about your clients.

  Building trust is the #1 for lawyers (this should be obvious but isn’t for some reason)
  
   Trust is hard to establish if someone has never met you or gotten to know you.

   Trust begins by establishing rapport, i.e. letting people get to know you so they can feel 
   more comfortable with the idea of doing business with you. 

   Trust is harder for lawyers to establish because you’re not just selling a product that 
   people can take home and use. You’re providing services that are part of a relationship, 
   where people will be working with you for many months or possibly years. And they have 
   to tell you sensitive personal details, possibly even embarrassing things or damaging 
   admissions that they’ve told no one else.

   Too many lawyers are oblivious to the harsh reality that they have to build up massive 
   trust to get most clients comfortable enough to hire them. 

   Yes, clients care a lot about your legal expertise, but they actually care more about how it 
   will feel to work with you.



   So if you don’t communicate EFFECTIVELY and e�ciently in a way that creates and builds 
   trust you’ll have poor results from advertising and/or online marketing e�orts.

  But you don’t have to build trust to do the most basic and most powerful kind of marketing, 
  which is networking strategically to get referrals.

 2. Referrals (Basic & Easy)

  Networking to get referrals is easy. Why? 

   Because you’re connecting with people that already know you to some extent and like 
   you to some extent. And, they may trust you to some extent.

   You should do some simple things that will help them get to know you better so they like 
   you more and trust you more.
 
   And you need to communicate e�ectively to let them know (1) what kind of clients you 
   help and (2) how you help them.

   You also need to keep reminding folks regularly of those two things so they can be better 
   armed to refer business to you when someone asks them, say “do you know an attorney 
   who can help me with [thing you do]?

   Think of your referral sources as your highly-motivated (but unpaid) sales force. They’ll 
   convince others to hire you (or to at least consider hiring you), but only if you equip them 
   with the information they need to do an e�ective job of explaining what you do.

   And you need to keep reminding them that you exist so that you stay “top of mind.”

    People will forget about you and what you do unless you remind them 
    regularly enough

   How often should you remind them? At least once a month if possible.

   The 3 R’s

    So the keys to e�ective referral marketing is to

    1. Remind people what you do and for whom
    2. Regularly, and
    3. Reasonably (i.e. in a low-key, non-aggressive, non-awkward manner)
  



 Why referral marketing doesn’t work

  Simply letting people spread the word without any strategic guidance from you will not deliver 
  as many good referrals as being purposeful and strategic.

   All you have to do to be “strategic” is use the 3 R’s

   People must know what you do, and then be reminded regularly for you to get optimal 
   results from referral marketing

 If you are doing referral marketing and it’s not delivering enough good prospective clients then the 
 problem might be:

  You don’t have enough referral sources. So you need to expand your referral network, which 
  you can do by

   Speaking to groups of people who would be good referral sources
   Writing articles to people who would be good referral sources
   Attending networking events where there are people who would be good referral sources

  You need to advertise to get more leads (because you can’t easily or e�ectively expand your 
  referral network, or because you’re just starting out and need new business quickly).

   In that case you need to develop a trust-based marketing message. That’s going to make 
   the results from advertising more e�ective and less expensive.
   And if you have a website, you can automate your trust-building messaging by using a 
   type of marketing called “direct marketing” or “direct response marketing.”

 3. Trust-Creation (Advanced & Hard)

  It’s supremely hard to build trust with strangers who first find out about you via advertising 
  or by visiting your website. But it can be done quite e�ectively if you use direct response 
  marketing strategies and tactics

   Direct response is not well known to most small business owners. And it’s definitely not 
   known to most solo and small firm lawyers.

   When most people unfamiliar with this kind of marketing hear the words direct response 
   or direct marketing they immediately think of “direct mail.” And many of them then say 
   they don’t like junk mail so they’re not interested.



    Direct mail is indeed a form of direct marketing. Direct marketing is a method of
    marketing. And mail is simply one medium by which it can be done.
     
     Direct marketing can be done via television, radio, print ads, posters, billboards 
     or email. 
     Do not confuse direct marketing with the medium. First of all you don’t even
     know what direct marketing is, or how it works yet. So don’t assume you know 
     anything about it other than you’ve seen a lot of unsolicited o�ers arrive in 
     your mailbox.

    By the way, advertising/marketing guru David Ogilvy called direct marketing his “first 
    love  and secret weapon.” 

     So maybe you should at least try to understand why he was so enamored of
     direct marketing.

  What is direct marketing and why does it work so well?

   Direct marketing works because you focus on messaging a specific type of person (as 
   opposed to broad spectrum ads that try to reach the widest possible audience)

    To build trust you have to speak directly to your ideal prospects in a way that 
    resonates strongly with them. A broad spectrum advertisement will not resonate 
    strongly because it’s not targeted to a particular kind of person.
    The targeting must be based on the person’s particular beliefs and special interests, 
    not their generic demographics.
    When you target one kind of person you are necessarily excluding others whodon’t fit 
    the target profile.
    For example if a man who’s getting divorced gets a message from a lawyer who says 
    he helps men going through divorce that will catch the attention of a man. But it will 
    make a woman feel excluded and so it’s highly unlikely she would want to hire 
    that lawyer.

   So why would you limit the scope of your messaging?

    Because if you want to build trust you need to make people feel special, right from 
    the outset.
    Targeting allows you to speak to a particular person in a way that makes them feel 
    special. But only if you know how to communicate clearly and e�ectively (which is the 
    key to all marketing, as we discussed above)



     When you target your message you’ll increase the percentage of people who
     decide to hire you (from among those that you’ve shown the message to via 
     advertising or via your website etc.)

      This percentage of people is called your “conversion rate,” or the number 
      of people who convert from prospects to clients.
      You should be tracking your conversion rate across every medium that 
      you market or advertise. Systematic results tracking is part of 
      e�ective operations.

  The challenges of direct marketing

   For direct marketing to work well you have to do all of the following things 
   very e�ectively

    Identify your prospects with specificity based on their precise situation and based 
    on their strongest fears, hesitancies and concerns about dealing with their situation.

    Create highly compelling messages to (1) get that person’s attention, (2) establish 
    rapport so they get to know you and start to like you (so they feel good about the 
    possibility of hiring you, and (3) build up as much trust as you can so they feel even 
    more comfortable about hiring you.

     This is INCREDIBLY HARD because the messaging has to be crafted using words 
     that resonate strongly with that ideal prospect. Simply using logic isn’t even 
     close to enough. You have to weave in emotion and logic together in the right 
     combination and the proper proportion.
     The people who know how to craft e�ective direct response messages are 
     called copywriters, specifically “direct response copywriters.” And they’re highly 
     paid and much sought after.

    Reveal a bit about yourself, and your method of solving their problem—so they feel 
    confident that (1) you know how to solve their problem, and (2) you can explain to 
    them in clear, simple terms how you go about solving those kinds of problems.

     If you come across as cagey, aloof and/or unapproachable, then people will be 
     very reluctant to hire you, even if they’re ideal prospects who would otherwise 
     like you and trust you

    Lawyers who become familiar with direct response marketing are flummoxed at how 
    to do all of those things e�ectively, and they don’t know how to find the right people 
    to help them.



    Direct marketing is hard because all of the important work has to be done upfront 
    before you run ads. And the upfront work is expensive, and takes a lot of time and 
    thoughtfulness.

     This is why most marketing people prefer to just sell ads. 

      They don’t know how to do direct response e�ectively and don’t want to 
      take  the time to learn. 
      Plus they believe that it’s easier to sell ads without doing direct response 
      because most of their clients haven’t heard of direct response anyway, and  
      can’t easily be convinced to spend extra money for something they never 
      heard of before.

     But, let me ask you… now that you’ve become aware (of the obvious fact) that 
     trust is crucial for getting strangers to hire you, don’t you see why it makes 
     sense to make the investment to do marketing that creates and builds trust? 

    The biggest benefits of direct marketing

     You are making an investment to create the messaging that will be used to 
     create and build trust from here on out. In any medium that you do marketing 
     or advertising.

      And investment is a one-time payment that yields ongoing results over 
      time, and so direct marketing is an investment whereas advertising is 
      an expense.
      If you advertise using your direct marketing message then your ad 
      expenses will be lower because your conversion rate will be higher.
      And for most lawyers who do direct response marketing there is no 
      need to advertise.

    You can automate your marketing if you have a website

     People who visit your website can be made an o�er to download a free 
     resource, like a 1 or 2-page PDF that answers common questions someone in 
     their position has. Or it can address their common concerns.
     To get that free PDF the person has to give you their email address so you can 
     deliver the PDF.
     After the email address is collected a series of emails can go out each day after 
     they’ve downloaded the PDF. Those emails need to be carefully copywritten to 
     build rapport and trust so that they cause more people to decide to hire you. (i.e. 
     increasing your conversion rate).
 



     The cost of delivering the PDF resource and the follow up emails is 
     essentially zero.
     The cost of doing online advertising that connects up to your automated emails 
     will be very low. And, again, the conversion rate will be very high—much higher 
     than advertising done without using direct marketing strategies and tactics.

    Important caveats about marketing

     You are NOT your ideal clients.

     You don’t think like they do, and you definitely do not FEEL like they do about 
     their problem. Plus you probably don’t share their beliefs and worldview, so it’ll 
     be hard for you to easily craft a powerful message that resonates with 
     prospective clients who are ideal for you, but who do not know you from Adam.

     Lawyers who say “direct response doesn’t work because I get junk mail and I  
     always throw it out” are classic examples of not understanding how direct 
     marketing works. Remember the response will only be strong from ideal 
     prospects, and the other prospects will be either uninterested or have a strong 
     aversion to a direct response message.

      If you have no interest or an aversion to a direct response message guess 
      what that means?

    You must invest to create an e�ective marketing system

     You need to invest time to create an e�ective referral marketing system
     You need to invest time, money and thoughtfulness to create an e�ective direct
     response system

    You should measure the ROI of your marketing

     Track leads and conversions from your referral marketing system
     Track leads and conversions in all mediums that you use direct response
     marketing (i.e. TV ads, online ads, print ads etc.)
     Adjust your spending to discontinue less e�ective campaigns and/or less 
     e�ective media channels

    Don’t hire anyone to help you do marketing who doesn’t thoroughly understand both 
    referral marketing and direct response marketing.

     They’ll waste your money and you’ll have poor results to show for it.
  
   

 



  For More Information…

   To learn more about e�ective marketing strategies & tactics

    Read:

     This is Marketing, by Seth Godin (excellent overview of marketing principles)
     Never Eat Alone, by Keith Ferrazzi (proven referral marketing strategies)
     No B.S. Direct Marketing, by Dan Kennedy
     Ogilvy on Advertising, by David Ogilvy

    Sign up for Ernie Svenson’s

     Monthly website critiques (always involves a discussion of key marketing 
     principles). Visit LawFirmAutopilot.com

     Total Transformation Workshop (get hands-on personalized help from Ernie 
     Svenson and Megan Graham in crafting a compelling marketing message that 
     you can use in all of your marketing e�orts, including referral marketing)

      Email ernie for details about the Total Transformation event, and to apply to
      attend the next one: ernie@lawfirmautopilot.com
   
 

https://ernietheattorney.net/transformation-workshop-application/
https://law-firm-autopilot.thinkific.com/courses/attorney-website-reviews


A Simple Guide for Creating a Modern Practice

There are ten key elements for creating a smooth-running, financially-thriving law practice. 

Those elements are grouped into three main categories, as shown below.

I. Approach - “Whether you think you can or think you can’t, you’re right.” —Henry Ford

 1. Mindset - You should cultivate empowering mindsets and stifle any limiting beliefs   

 you have about the success you’re truly capable of achieving.

 2. Vision - What kind of practice do you truly want? Describe it in writing, with as much   

 detail as possible. For example, who exactly would be your “dream client”? How many hours 

 would you work each week and what would you do?

 3. Focus - Making the radical changes needed to create your ideal law firm requires an   

 unconventional-but-powerful approach (i.e. the “80/20 principle”).

 4. Assistance - You’ll need help in growing your practice. Make sure you get it from people who 

 get great results consistently, and who’ve proven they can help lawyers like you.

II. Operations - “E�ciency is doing things right; e�ectiveness is doing the right things.” 

       —Peter Drucker

 1. Systems - You must operate your business using well-developed systems that you document 

 and update regularly as your key workflows evolve.

 2. Streamlining - You can radically improve both e�ciency and e�ectiveness by leveraging 

 paperless workflows, automation, cloud storage, and virtual collaboration (i.e. mobile lawyering)

 3. Delegating - You should only do work that you are exceptionally good at and which you 

 thoroughly enjoy. Even if you want to have full-time employees working in your o�ce, consider 

 using outsourcing as much as possible.

III. Marketing - “Ninety-nine percent of advertising doesn’t sell much of anything.”

      —David Ogilvy

 1. Fundamentals - You must understand how proper marketing works. Don’t spend any   

 money on consulting or advertising until you do.

 2. Basic Marketing - Attracting “warm leads” is easy. It’s called Referral Marketing and it works 

 exceptionally well with the folks who already know you, like you and trust you. Plus, you don’t 

 have to spend a dime on advertising.

 3. Advanced Marketing - Attracting “cold leads” is hard. But you can do it if you use Direct 

 Marketing principles, and best of all you can automate the process if you have a website. You 

 can spend money on advertising at this point, but you probably shouldn’t need to.

Visit LawFirmAutopilot.com for more information




